Can't start Tails GeForce RTX 2060 Mobile

01/05/2020 04:48 PM - numbat

The hardware details:

AMD Ryzen 5 2600 six-core processor

The user tried various boot options with various results, not including successful boot. I've attached screenshots from the user, named with the options used.

History

#1 - 01/05/2020 04:52 PM - numbat
I forgot to enumerate the boot options tried:

nouveau.noaccel=1 and nouveau.modeset=0 (no screenshots) and nomodeset, intel_iommu=off and Troubleshooting Mode.

#2 - 03/19/2020 11:10 AM - intrigeri
- Category set to Hardware support
- Status changed from New to Confirmed

ACK. Unfortunately, without any known workaround, there's not much we can do about it :/

Hint for next time: write on the ticket what version of Tails this was about :)
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